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Quora app old version

If you're looking for a low-cost way to increase mobile app installations and build brand awareness at the same time, start marketing on Quora today with over 190 million users and 40 million users in the United States. This article will guide you through 5 steps to build your brand and drive traffic to your app on Quora,
decide who should answer questions about Quora Find. When the founder answers the customer's questions, it promotes goodwill and trust. This is why the founders wrote the most welcome email. San Diego, California-based content marketing agency Siege Media specializes in SEO and content marketing and is led
by CEO and founder Ross Hudgens, recognized as an thought leader in the SEO field. When a Quora user asks if to publish your own blog entry on another blog, it hurts our SEO. Hudgens responded directly to the user's assistance and expressed his expertise on the topic. The same thing is true if you promote your
business app (rather than just your business) on Quora. Most Viewed Topic Writers In Quora, in the last 30 days, first search Quora to see a list of topics related to your app. For example, if you have an optimization app, search, time management, or Project management, search shows a question that contains your
keywords or phrases. First and third questions What are the best project management tools and what is the best online project management software for beginners? When you find related topics, go to the main page and click on the tab. Most Viewed Writers This will show you who wrote the most viewed answers in the
last 30 days. Step 3: Answer the questions that generate the most views to prevent your answers from getting lost in everyone's feed, focusing on answering a few answered questions. When you find a relevant topic and identify the writers who have been viewed the most, go to the main page and click on the tab. Most
Viewed Writers If there are more people following the question than the answer to the question, it is worth answering the question. For every answer to a question you need, at least 7 people follow that question. When you answer questions tracked by a large number of people, they will receive notifications in apps and
emails. This is why answering questions that at least 7 followers can add views and upvotes help rank your answers. On Quora Step 4: Structure your responses to drive traffic to your mobile app, write useful answers to avoid app promotion or your company directly. Here are some simple tips to help you structure your
answers successfully in Quora Quora Dont's Write The Text Wall that makes it difficult to read the thesis size answers unless the question demands to place your link at any given opportunity (you'll be banned), forget that you represent your brand, here's an example of a bad Quora answer to the question of whether a
marketer can help me improve my marketing skills. This answer is not helpful because it fails to answer the original question. Instead of offering to help question anonymous respondents, link to the article and write, That's where you want it, that's where you find yourself. Quora Do's Write your post, as if you were writing
a blog post, used a variety of formatting options to make your answers stand out, use video content to increase visibility and engage with Craft, a powerful call-to-action that encourages readers to find more. Kyle's advice is easy to understand and use, and the answer is well formatted with numeric points designed to
encourage you to follow. Eventually, Kyle separated himself from other answers, using the video to increase engagement, create brand visibility and attract users to click through to his website. Step 5: Save time by answering questions with your existing content, like most social media channels, creating enough content
to generate leads over time can be daunting. Save hundreds of hours by reusing the content of your blog as an easy-to-use answer on Quora. If you see a question you've already answered on your blog, just copy and paste it into the Quora answer while linking to the original source, as Ross Hudgens explains above,
your SEO efforts won't risk punishing duplicate content because Google can tell which content is original. Follow the 5-step strategy to market your app on Quora Marketing. Next time, I'll show you how to increase brand visibility and drive app downloads by marketing your app on Instagram, interested in other platforms
for app marketing? Here are 5 additional app marketing strategies iOS 7 is coming in and with all new design languages. Apps must be updated to reflect that change or risk looking old and outdated and lose their place to newer and hotter updates and upstarts, but great designs and developments are not free - they are
expensive. So how do companies restart in the post-iOS 7 world? Have shown their answer - re-charge for the app, however, will the customer accept this? Hall of Famer Gedeon Maheux's Iconfactory wrestlers with the upcoming reality on his Gedblog: At Iconfactory we always offer our new paid app (xScope,
Twitterrific) about every 18 months with numerous free upgrades during it though users are always complaining about paying for a whole new version, mostly knowing that in order for the app to survive and flourish, sometimes they need to do their part and support development. Hopefully the upcoming wave of apps
updated for iOS 7, both free and paid, will help people fall in love with their app again. Part of this is the expected legacy: the old timer is used to upgrade the price for the software. The person who was the first computer to be an iPhone or iPad had no such expectations. However, no one teaches the value of the software
these days either. If you go to see Star Trek in the theater, you don't expect to see Star Trek: Into Darkness for free. They have been told over and over again that what they spend days, weeks, months and years in sleep and missed weekends, and their families for not as much value as fancy coffee cups, it is hardly as
valuable as an ebook , hardly equal to an MP3 file (which, by the way, you have to pay again every time there is a remix) ...) To be willing, great software in existence, creating great functions and user experience is hard enough. Continue when everyone from the platform you love to the customer you serve tells you that
it has little or no value? I can't imagine. I bought the first version of Twitterrific in the App Store one day. I have bought all versions since then. I'll buy all the models so I use it every day. It makes my life a little more pleasant. I value it. It looks great on iOS 7, and I can't imagine what they'll do next. But I'm ready, willing
and very happy to pay for it and find out and the same holds true for all the other apps I use iOS 7 now to read what Smart Ged said. Source: Gedblog If you bought [App X] for iPhone and developers do [App X] for iPad, should you get a free version of iPad? We've seen developers like Instapaper's Marco Arment
specifically making universal binary, so users who bought the $4.99 Pro version can download iPhone updates installed on their iPad and get a dedicated iPad user interface (UI) as well (think of it as two similar apps in one useful download). We've also seen leaked screenshots showing HD or for iPad, many popular
iPhone apps and games that were released separately, all new downloads. In many cases, these HD apps are available. The difference is taken by the bigger real estate screen and the beefier processing power of the iPad and it carries its own price tag and could be more expensive than the iPhone models because of
the more effort put into them (more pixels, more functionality). Some users will no doubt feel eligible for the free version of the iPad if they already buy an iPhone version, while some developers feel eligible for the money for the work they put in making different versions for another device. Can we find an existing parallel?
Similarly, PSP and PS3 games, of course, the difference between a dedicated mobile gaming device and their console cousin is greater than between an iPhone and an iPad. Similarly, for Windows, of course, the difference between a Mac OS X or Windows running on a laptop or desktop is negligible compared to the
iPhone and iPad (there is no iMovie for MacBook with iMac or Microsoft Word for netbook versus tower),) again, iPad is in the process of announcing when it launches that most iPhone apps will work on iPad, whether it's 1:1 or double pixels to fill the screen. So developers who want to leave easily can point out that it is a



free iPad version of their existing iPhone app. We've never heard anything wonderful about the look of a pixel twice as much. But it's free, right? What about developers who invest time and money in offering better things? However, for the most part, we agree with TUAW's Erica Sadun, who suggests that apps with
similar user experience between iPhone and iPad may be good candidates for a universal binary approach (i.e. free but customizable for end users). The app has been redesigned and significantly redesigned from iPhone to iPad, however, it may be a good candidate for a separate HD app strategy. Whether developers
should offer discounts to existing iPhone users for the iPad app is easy for now - despite suggestions and rumors, Apple still has no options. Even if developers wish they can't offer anything other than a consistent and full single price for everyone (see controversial tweets 2.0) We're a week away from the iPad launch
date, so things can still change, but so far and unless they tell you what you think - should the iPad app be free for existing users? Apps
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